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PRODUCT CODE 222

APPEARANCE  colourless to pale straw 
coloured liquid

REACTION mildly acidic

STORAGE above 5°C

STANDARD PACK SIZE 5ltr

ALSO AVAILABLE IN 10ml roll-on applicator, 
250ml, 20L

Os  

orange spot

Professional stain spotter for 
treating tannin and vegetable 
stains

laundry chemicals 
Spotters

Developed in consultation with professional cleaners for tackling 
specific problem stains.

Treat coffee, tea, grass, wine and cola stains.

Remove mud, mustard and fruit juice.

Ready to use straight from the bottle.

Available as 10ml mini roll-on or 250ml applicator bottles. Refills 
available in 5ltr drums.

How to use 

Refer to Ideal Spotter Chart.

Apply spotter directly to stain. Allow time to penetrate. Gently work 
stain with a spotting bone, brush or Ideal roll-on applicator. Flush area 
with water or steam. Clean treated garments as normal.

Dyestuffs can often display poor fastness to spotting, so we recommend 
that seam tests are always carried out before application.

It’s always better to clean as soon as possible after application.

You should only pre spot garments in time for the next load.

For further process information speak to an Ideal technical 
representative.

Health & safety 

Available on request. Store above 5°C.
Ideal Manufacturing Ltd 
Atlas House, Burton Road, Finedon,  
Northants, NN9 5HX 

01933 681 616    
hello@idealmanufacturing.com  

  

www.idealmanufacturing.com  

     Follow us @IdealManLtd  
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spotter chart

adhesive
biro
blood
chocolate
coffee
cosmetics
crayon
cream
egg
fruit & juices
grass
gravy
grease
ice cream
ice lollies
ink
jelly
lacquer
liqueur
lipstick
make-up
mayonnaise
milk
mineral water
mud
mustard
nail polish
nail varnish
oil
ointment
paint
perfume
perspiration
resin
rubber cement
salad dressing
sauce
shoe polish
tar
tea
tomato juice
urine
wax
wine
vomit

www.idealmanufacturing.com

red spot  
(Rs)

orange spot 
(Os)

yellow spot 
(Ys)

green spot 
(Gs)

blue spot
(Bs)

Ideal

rust remover  
(Rr)

Apply prior to 
wet washing or 
dry cleaning for 
effective removal 
of rust stains.
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*

All spotters are suitable for use in dry cleaning and wet cleaning but always ensure that green spot is flushed prior to wet cleaning.*

ashore
Have you tried the rest 
of the ashore range: 
prespotters, detergents 
and finishing agents. 
Made in the UK.

ashore 
spotbuster 
A spray on prespotter 
for water based 
stains. Always leave 
to dry completely 
prior to cleaning.


